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Action Cerebral Palsy 

Political & Parliamentary Monitoring – Week commencing 2nd 

January 2018 
 

The Prime Minister has come under pressure during one of the busiest weeks of the year for the NHS 

as winter pressures begin to take their toll. Theresa May is hoping to shift the political narrative away 

from difficulties facing the health service with the help of a widely-anticipated cabinet reshuffle in the 

coming days, in which the Health Secretary Jeremy Hunt has been tipped by some to be promoted. 

Jeremy Hunt made several media appearances in support of the Prime Minister’s decision to sack 

First Secretary of State Damian Green as the result of a computer pornography scandal in the lead 

up to Christmas and is the favourite to replace Green if Theresa May decides to again fill the post.  

 

However, there are mixed views on the wisdom of such a move for Hunt from within the Conservative 

Party. While an ally of the Health Secretary told the Sunday Times that Hunt, “is a peacemaker and 

negotiator” and would be perfect to fill Green’s role in Brexit discussions with the devolved nations, 

senior Conservatives have warned that Hunt is considered “toxic” by some sections of the public 

following his long-running dispute with junior doctors during David Cameron’s premiership. 

 

The Department of Health has announced that digital healthcare providers will be subject to CQC 

ratings in the future, to help improve transparency and “futureproof” healthcare in England. This is part 

of the Government’s approach to widen the scope of the CQC’s powers to create an “Ofsted-style” 

inspections system seen in education in the health space. 

 

The following is included in this week’s monitoring: 

 

• May apologises for delays to operations 

• Wollaston calls for new taxes as patients wait in ambulances 

• GP app providers will be subject to CQC regulation 

• Avoidable baby deaths to be investigated 

May apologises for delays to operations 
Theresa May has issued an apology to patients for thousands of cancelled elective operations, which 

were ordered by NHS bosses to free up winter capacity in hospital emergency departments. The Prime 

Minister said she recognised the difficulty caused for patients by delays and cancellations and said, “I 

know it’s frustrating, and I know it’s disappointing for people, and I apologise.” May’s apology came 

one day after she denied the service is in crisis and claimed the NHS is “better prepared for this winter 

than ever before”.  

 

May’s comments on winter pressures followed a decision by NHS bosses on Tuesday to extend a 

moratorium on non-urgent medical procedures across England until the end of January. It is estimated 

that this will result in the postponement of around 50,000 operations in total. The decision was made 

by a new national emergency pressures panel which has been specifically convened for the first time 

this winter to respond to significant seasonal stress on the service. Some of the pressures on NHS 

capacity are being caused by the increasing incidence of admissions for flu as a result of the cold 

weather. 24 people died from flu last week, which is more than the total number of flu deaths in the 

final three months of 2016.  

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/cabinet-reshuffle-rumours-whos-tipped-11787620
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/dec/20/damian-green-resigns-as-first-secretary-of-state-after-porn-allegations
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/dec/20/damian-green-resigns-as-first-secretary-of-state-after-porn-allegations
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/hunt-tipped-to-replace-green-in-brexit-talks-bt02jhmk9
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/toxic-jeremy-hunt-must-not-be-promoted-warn-top-tories-sf7w6msnl
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/jan/04/theresa-may-changes-tack-to-apologise-for-postponed-operations
https://news.sky.com/story/jeremy-hunt-apologises-for-cancelled-operations-as-theresa-may-denies-nhs-crisis-11194253
https://www.hsj.co.uk/quality-and-performance/updated-national-chiefs-order-emergency-measures-as-winter-pressure-cranks-up/7021374.article
https://www.hsj.co.uk/quality-and-performance/updated-national-chiefs-order-emergency-measures-as-winter-pressure-cranks-up/7021374.article
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Jeremy Hunt joined the Prime Minister in apologising for delays saying, “if you are someone whose 

operation has been delayed I don't belittle that for one moment.” However, the Health Secretary sought 

to downplay the scale of winter pressures this year, saying that, in contrast, hospitals were cancelling 

operations the night before they were due to take place in 2016. He also argued the NHS has now put 

in place a “planned, methodical and thoughtful” approach to dealing with increased demand for care 

in this winter.  

Wollaston calls for new taxes as patients wait in ambulances 
The Chair of the Health Committee Sarah Wollaston has criticised the government for its approach to 

NHS finances, saying it needs to “get a better grip” on the challenges facing the service. Wollaston 

has also called for a new tax on people over the age of 40, specifically to provide additional revenue 

for the NHS. She argued that the cost of extra funding – predominantly used to support older people 

in need of additional health and social care support – should not fall disproportionately on younger 

people and should be spread “across the generations”.  

 

Wollaston argued, “people are happier to pay” taxes which are directly linked to NHS funding, and her 

proposal gained support from other prominent Conservatives, including Health Committee member 

Johnny Mercer who called on the Government to examine a ringfenced, “hypothetical tax”. Nick 

Timothy, the former Chief of Staff to Theresa May, endorsed the concept of increased national 

insurance contributions from older taxpayers.   

 

Calls for a new approach to taxation come at the end of a week where at least 16 hospitals have 

declared an emergency situation, and almost 17,000 people were kept in the back of ambulances 

while waiting to be assessed in A&E. One in six ambulance patients waited 30 minutes or more for 

admission.  

 

The Government’s management of the NHS has also been criticised by opposition parties and 

stakeholders across the NHS. Labour Health spokesperson Jonathan Ashworth said, “Tory 

underfunding and cuts have left our health service more vulnerable than ever” and called on Jeremy 

Hunt to urgently tell the public “how many more people will be waiting longer in pain and anguish” as 

winter pressures continue. Lib Dem spokesperson Norman Lamb argued the situation is “wholly 

predictable”, while Head of Policy at the Patients Association John Kell blamed the policy decisions 

taken by the Government and said, “ministers must be held accountable for this winter’s crisis.” 

 

The Government tried to ‘get out in front’ of the impending NHS crisis this winter by adding an 

immediate “emergency” fund of £350 million to the budget. However, the fact that this funding 

has been revealed to be too little and too late is quite predictable as Norman Lamb argues. 

Despite Jeremy Hunt’s protestations, some doctors and nurses are arguing this is now the 

worst winter crisis since the 1990s and the Health Secretary would be wise to utilise his strong 

standing within Cabinet at this point and push for a move elsewhere, before the capacity of the 

health service to meet patient demand dwindles further in the coming weeks.   

GP app providers will be subject to CQC rating 
The Department of Health has announced that “all healthcare organisations … that offer regulated 

care” will now be subject to CQC rating in order to “futureproof” healthcare in England. Currently, the 

CQC can only inspect and publish findings on, and award ratings to hospital care, social care and 

GPs. The new powers will expand the Commission’s remit to rate over 800 more practitioners, 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-42552159
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/tory-call-for-new-taxes-as-patients-face-a-e-delays-38ldbfr66
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/jan/04/16900-people-in-a-week-kept-in-nhs-ambulances-waiting-for-hospital-care
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-42552159
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/jan/03/doctors-patients-government-failing-stop-nhs-crisis
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/jan/03/doctors-patients-government-failing-stop-nhs-crisis
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/jan/05/nhs-winter-crisis-nurses-leave-emergency-units-to-treat-patients-in-ambulances
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/jan/05/nhs-winter-crisis-nurses-leave-emergency-units-to-treat-patients-in-ambulances
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/independent-doctors-to-be-rated-by-the-care-quality-commission
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including independent doctors using apps and digital healthcare. These organisations will be 

compelled to display their CQC ratings, as is standard procedure for the providers it rates, to “bring 

increased transparency” to patients and empower them to make informed decisions.  

 

The CQC will launch a consultation this month on how best to carry out rating these providers. It the 

meantime it will continue to inspect these services and publish findings, and hopes to start awarding 

ratings to these providers by the end of the year.  

 

This further bolsters the CQC’s powers, after its remit was expanded last year to cover independent 

healthcare providers of services such as cosmetic surgery, misuse services and abortion clinics. The 

Government has also considered making CQC ratings “the default way [it] presents judgments from 

all its inspections.” 

 

Health Secretary, Jeremy Hunt, said that the changes will ensure the Department is able to “keep 

pace with the changing landscape of healthcare” as well as the patients who use it. Sir David Behan, 

Chief Executive of the CQC, said that the expanded remit will give the public “increased transparency” 

about the quality of their healthcare service providers.  

 

The Department of Health specifically noted Push Doctor and Babylon as examples of independent 

providers offering digital services that will now be regulated. The widely advertised GP at Hand 

smartphone app – operated by Babylon – which provides free online consultations with an NHS GP, 

has caused controversy in recent months as primary care workforce representatives have accused 

the service of “cheery picking” younger and healthier patients for short-notice appointments. 

Avoidable baby deaths to be investigated 
The Healthcare Safety Investigation Branch (HSIB) will release a draft report on avoidable baby 

deaths within the first six months of 2018, after being asked by the Department of Health to take over 

the investigation of over 1,000 deaths and incidents of harm from April onwards. The HSIB, which was 

reconstituted and granted a fresh remit as part of the Conservative Party Manifesto in last year’s 

general election, will recruit more than 100 speciality maternity investigators for the work, which will 

begin in Derbyshire and Hampshire where the organisation already has bases.  

 

Jeremy Hunt has committed the NHS to halving the rate of stillbirths and brain injuries by 2030: one 

of a number of promises the Health Secretary has made to improve patient safety and increase 

transparency of care quality in the coming years. Chief Investigator Keith Conradi said the goal is to 

complete draft reports on potentially avoidable deaths within eight weeks of incidents, saying “it is 

quite important we get there as soon as we can, so we get the best evidence available.”  

 

Jeremy Hunt’s focus on patient safety has been an ongoing theme throughout his long tenure 

as Health Secretary, and is a topic he has often pivoted to when questioned on difficult areas 

within the NHS, for example recruitment concerns and missed waiting times targets. If he 

moves elsewhere within the Cabinet in the forthcoming reshuffle Hunt is likely to count the 

reaction to the Mid Staffs scandal early in 2013 and reporting of avoidable deaths as key 

“successes” for the Department during his reign.  

 


